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the point of view of the dominant members of society, the 'owners' of the temple or the clients. This is but natural in a social universe where Hindus are in an overwhelming majority,' especially when the field of enquiry is restricted to a narrow socio-religious framework which is being used increasingly by the Hindus as a reference point to define their identity.' Very few studies refer to the participation of communities outside the Hindu fold in temple activities-be it an established historical fact or a current limited phenomenon.&dquo; Nonetheless, the control of these religious institutions, functioning in a social environment less homogeneous than we tend to think, was used to determine power equations and is still a source of conflict. ' Delhi, 1989 . 6 The notion of 'subaltern', of Gramscian origin, has been borrowed from studies undertaken by historians, anthropologists and sociologists&mdash;informally put together by R. Guha&mdash; who have published till date five volumes of Subaltern Studies, Delhi, 1982-85 . By choosing to study Indian society not from the viewpoint of the 'elite' or the 'dominant' members but 'from below', they have given a new life to the historiography of the subcontinent. However, this exclusive focus on the 'subaltems' has given them a kind of voluntarist autonomy that verges on the essentialism these authors have accused their predecessors of. 7 It was within the framework of a joint research project on the forms of acculturation in India, financed We have already seen a similar change in perception in the case of Yellamma. If she is venerated, it is primarily because her anger, synonymous with affliction and pain, is feared more than anything else. However, her beneficial effect and protection can be had simply by going to her shrine on ad hoc days. Indeed, Muslim saints are generally worshipped so that man's desires may be fulfilled and marriages bear children. In addition, in Saundatti, both the Muslims and the low caste Hindus believe that BarShah helps not only in engendering male offspring but also in curing skin diseases. Now, normally such powers are attributed to Yellamma, whose efficacy in these matters is certain. In short, it was as if all the goddess's might (shakti) had channelized the saint's power (baraka) in this direction. This is hinted at by the following myth, which transforms the goddess into the saint's servant:
At the time Yellamma was fleeing to escape her husband, who in his wrath had turned her into a leper, she encountered the saint and his tiger who, as was their daily habit, were going to take their bath. The sight of the beast terrorized her. Bar-Shah reassured her, and asked her to tell him her story. After listening to her tale, he was filled with compassion and gave her his blessings, promising to cure her if she bathed in the sacred basin (yennigonda). The next day, Yellamma became as beautiful as before.
To show her gratitude, she placed herself at his service and remained with him for the next twelve years. But one day, she asked the saint's permission to leave and requested him to find her a place to stay. The saint agreed to do so; this is how Yellamma began to be worshipped at the Saundatti temple When we told this story to Banajiga-Lingayat devotees, who claimed never to have heard it, they provided us with a 'counter-myth' to this Muslim version of how Yellamma came to be worshipped. The story is designed, if one may dare to say so, to fuel the 'communaGst' battle of precedenc~for by transforming the saint Bar-Shah into a devotee first punished and later absolved by the goddess, it gives Yellamma the first right over the site.
The saint Bar-Shah had got into the habit of constantly blaming and cursing the goddess Yellamma. The latter, angered by these perennial 238 maledictions, which in any case had no effect, decided to punish the saint. Thus she put a spell on him, turning him blind. Unable to see, the saint realized his mistake; he began to worship her, singing her praise day and night. Yellamma, impressed by his devotion and austerity, restored his sight to him, and to thank her, Bar 
